BOARD OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION
WEDNESDAY APRIL 13, 2022 4:00PM
City Center, Cooper Conference Room
231 N. Dakota Ave.
Sioux Falls, SD
MEETING ASSISTANCE: UPON REQUEST, ACCOMMODATIONS FOR MEETINGS WILL BE PROVIDED FOR PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES. PLEASE CONTACT THE HUMAN RELATIONS OFFICE, FIRST FLOOR, CITY HALL, 224 WEST 9 TH
STREET, SIOUX FALLS, SD AT 367-8745 (VOICE) OR 367-7039 (TDD) 48 HOURS IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING.

AGENDA
Alex Halbach, Board Chair
Lura Roti, Board Vice Chair
Diane deKoeyer, Neighborhood & Preservation Planner/Staff Liaison
ITEM 1. CALL TO ORDER & QUORUM DETERMINATION

Alex

ITEM 2.

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS

Alex

ITEM 3.

APPROVAL OF REGULAR AGENDA

Alex

ITEM 4.

APPROVAL OF 3/9/2022 MEETING MINUTES

Alex

ITEM 5.

PUBLIC INPUT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
(5-minute comment period per individual)

Alex

ITEM 6.

NEW BUSINESS
a) Grocery Stores, Sioux Falls 1900-1950 DRAFT
Richard Jensen, Dakota Preservation
(board action required)
b) Dr. Stevens House/21 Riverview Heights, National Register Listing
Jarrod Smart and Nick Kapperman, Jarrod Smart Construction
Keith Morgan, Bespoke
(board action required)

ITEM 7.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
a) Dakota Avenue Properties
Applicant has requested City Council review –May 3rd or 10th council meeting

ITEM 8.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
a) Next meeting – May 11, 2022 4:00pm

ITEM 8.

ADJOURNMENT

Board of Historic Preservation

Promoting the use and conservation of historic properties for the education,
inspiration, pleasure and enrichment of the citizens of Sioux Falls

Regular Meeting Minutes for March 9, 2022
City Center, Cooper Conference Room, 110
Members Present:
Alex Halbach, Chair
Lura Roti , Vice-Chair
Delia Druley
Nolan Hazard
Nicholas Kummer
Adam Nyhaug
Gail Fossum Shea
Kathy Renken (4:03)
Lynn Remmers (4:05)
Pam Cole (4:06)

Members Absent:
None
Staff Present:
Diane deKoeyer, Staff Liaison
Public in Attendance:
Steve Jastram, Architecture Incorporated

ITEM 1. Call to Order and Quorum Determination
Board Chair Alex Halbach called the meeting to order at 4:01 p.m.
ITEM 2. Welcome and Introductions
Board Chair Halbach welcomed the public in attendance board members and new board
member Delia Druley.
ITEM 3. Approval of Regular Agenda
Board Chair Halbach requested a motion to approve the regular agenda. Member Roti
made the motion to approve the regular agenda. Member Nyhaug seconded the motion.
The motion to approve the regular agenda passed unanimously.
ITEM 4. Approval of the February 9, 2022 Meeting Minutes
Board Chair Halbach requested a motion to approve the February 9, 2022 meeting
minutes. Member Fossum Shea made the motion to approve the minutes and Member Cole
seconded the motion. The motion to approve the February 9, 2022 meeting minutes passed
unanimously by the remaining board members.
ITEM 5. Public Input on Non-Agenda Items (five-minute period)
None
ITEM 6. New Business
a. Washington Pavilion of Arts & Science Cornice and Balustrade Replacement
Steve Jastram, Architecture Incorporated
See attached drawings provided by the Siouxland Heritage Museum not included in the
packet sent out to board members.
Planning
605-367-8888
Fax: 605-367-8863

Development Services
605-367-8670
Fax: 605-367-6045

Zoning
605-367-8254
Fax: 605-367-6045

Licensing
605-367-8672
Fax: 605-367-8737

Neighborhood Services
605-367-8613
Fax: 605-367-8737

Property Maintenance
605-978-6900
Fax: 605-367-8737
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Affordable Housing
605-367-8180
Fax: 605-367-4599
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Steve provided and overview of the project and the city’s request to remove the existing
terra cotta cornice and balustrade due to twenty plus years of water penetration into the
building. Each piece of terra cotta has mortar joints have been sealed and resealed, but
continue to deteriorate Some steel that supports the cornice are compromised due to this
deterioration and needs replacement.
Architecture Incorporated and City Staff had a field visit to Architectural Fiberglass, Inc.
in Cleveland, OH last year to review replacing the existing terra cotta with their fiberglass
product. The cornice and balustrade will be produced in 10’-12’ sections of fiberglass to
reduce joints. In addition, a sheet of waterproofing will be placed over the existing
masonry, under the cornice to seal the existing exterior wall construction.
Additional comments by Steve included:
 Wind driven rain is how water is penetrating the joints
 Colored fiberglass is colored all the way through the product
 Recommendation is to color match the 1934 section of the building
 A “dent” will be included in the fiberglass to replicate a fake mortar joint
 Although the dimensions between balusters vary form 11.5” to 18” apart, with
the fiberglass replacement, it will be consistent at 15” apart and vary at the
ends as needed.
 50 year warranty of the product
 Epoxy coating at the steel angles will be applied for weatherproof
 Contractors suggested a cost saving to the project by providing a lift to haul
product to the roof and to remove the existing materials in lieu of scaffolding the
building.
 The project is estimated to cost $5.5 million.
 Drawings will be completed at the end of April with bids taken in May and
construction beginning in June. Fabrication of the replacement cornice and
balustrade will take approximately 5-7 months with possible completion of the
project in April 2023.
Discussion and questions by board members included the following:
 Member Fossum Shea expressed concern regarding the color and texture of
the fiberglass product and how closely it would match the existing terra cotta.
Steve Jastram said that the board could be included in the color decision of the
fiberglass. Based on the color variation at different locations on the building
the intent is to would it as close as possible to the 1934 section of the building
(middle section).
 Member Remmers asked if replacing the terra cotta with EIFS was an option.
Steve Jastram responded that it would they wouldn’t get the same water
tightness.
 Member Hazard expressed concern that the existing terra cotta should be
replaced with new terra cotta as a like material rather than the proposed
fiberglass.
 Board members reviewed the following from the Secretary of Interior Standards
for Rehabilitation to apply to the project:
(2) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The
removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.
(5) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.
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(6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture and visual
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features
shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
Member Druley noted that the Standards state:
 The Standards are to be applied to specific rehabilitation projects in a

reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and technical
feasibility.

Member Cole stated that without the repair and replacement of the materials at the
cornice and balustrade as proposed, to prevent further deterioration, the building could be
in jeopardy of being preserved.
In conclusion of questions and discussion by the board, Member Cole made the motion
that the project as proposed would not have an adverse effect on the Downtown Historic
District and the Individual Listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Member
Druley seconded the motion and the motion passed with 7 Yeses and 2 Noes.
b. Architecture of Harold Spitznagel and His Firm in Sioux Falls, 1929-1972
Diane deKoeyer reviewed the request from SHPO for comments from the board.
No comments were made; therefore, Diane signed the document and returned it to Liz
Almlie with SHPO.
c. Letter of Support for Efting Grocers & Co.- Façade Easement Program
Member Nyhaug provided a letter of support on behalf of the board for Alex Halbach’s
application for the building at 9th and Grange, formerly known as the Efting Grocers &
Co. Board members agreed to provide the letter as written by Adam.
d. Administrative Reviews
Diane reviewed the projects listed and spoke about Berdahl-Rolvaag House. The
church and
will be moved to the Apple Orchard in Harrisburg and the Writing Cabin
and Berdahl-Rolvaag House will be moved to a location on campus east of Grange Ave.
ITEM 7. Unfinished Business.
a. Dakota Avenue Properties
Diane reported that SHPO sent a letter following last month’s meeting that state that they
agree with the board’s decision that razing the structures would have an adverse effect
on the Hayes Historic District.
ITEM 8. Announcements
a. Next meeting
April 13, 2022
b. SD Biennial Gathering of CLG’s, Rapid City
CORRECTION to the date of the CLG conference: Wednesday, March 30 through
Friday, April1.
ITEM 8. Adjournment
The Board of Historic Preservation meeting adjourned at approximately 5:30pm.
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This activity has been financed with Federal funds from the National Park
Service, Department of the Interior through the South Dakota State Historic
Preservation Office. However, the contents and opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views or policies of the Department of the Interior, nor does the
mention of trade names or commercial products constitute endorsement or
recommendation by the Department of the Interior.
This program receives federal financial assistance from the National Park
Service. Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990,
the U.S. Department of the Interior prohibits discrimination on the basis of
race, color, national origin, disability, age, sex, or handicap in its federally
assisted programs. If you believe that you have been discriminated against
in any program, activity, or facility as described above, or if you desire
further information, please write to
Office of Equal Opportunity,
National Park Service
210 I Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20240
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE GROCERY STORE IN AMERICA
The sale or barter of food is one of the oldest, if not the oldest economic
activity undertaken by man, it is also a universal practice—or if not as close
to universal as any economic activity can be. Indeed, bartering for food is a
central aspect of the Thanksgiving story, which is itself a key part of the
American mythos. Trading food for other goods or services was not a
practice introduced to America by European immigrants; rather, there is
ample evidence in the excavation of Indigenous settlements throughout the
United States that food had long been traded for other goods, including
early forms of currency.
English colonists did not introduce the practice of selling or bartering food
to America. Neither is it apparent that such English institutions as weekly
market days and dedicated marketplaces were innovations on the American
continent; too little is known of daily life in cities such as Cahokia which by
its placement at the conflux of the Missouri, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
suggests a strong culture of trade in food and other goods.
However, the earliest reliable records we have of the sale of food in the
United States dates to the market days and marketplaces of Colonial
settlements along the Atlantic coast. As settlements grew into cities, these
marketplaces also grew. Eventually, large halls were constructed to house
these marketplaces, where individual sellers rented stalls and sold a variety
of goods. A notable surviving example is Faneuil Hall in Boston.
When marketplaces were first established, the majority of the stalls were
typically rented out by local farmers. Overseas goods and goods which had
to be shipped overland from some distance were also sold at these
marketplaces by merchants who might have standalone stores elsewhere.
These initial marketplaces were either open air or housed in relatively
inexpensive structures.
However, as cities grew, market halls became a source of civic pride. Older
simple structures were replaced by more elaborate and more expensive
facilities, with the cost of the new facility recovered primarily through stall
rent. These higher rents tended to disadvantage farmers, who typically
brought produce to market only on a seasonal basis, while market operators
wanted year-round occupancy and priced their leases accordingly.
Farmers who could no longer afford the stall rent for market halls would
occasionally sell to customers in open areas adjacent to the market hall.
Where this was not a viable option, farmers were often forced to sell their
goods to merchants whose stock included items that were not seasonal. The
most successful merchants came to have a range of goods comparable to
that of the earliest grocery stores.
As cities grew, access to the central market hall became more and more
difficult for residents, both due to distance and heavier traffic. Some cities
responded by building additional market halls, or by moving the market hall
out from the city center; however, both of these solutions were essentially
stopgaps. Congestion around market halls quickly redeveloped. As the
market hall distribution system became increasingly inefficient in larger
cities, merchants who had come to trade in a wide variety of foodstuffs
realized that they were already providing all, or nearly all, of the goods that
shoppers purchased at the market hall, and that there was no reason for
them to continue to pay a stall lease in order to compete with other vendors
in a crowded venue.
At first, these merchants might rent storefront space near the market hall
to sell their wares, but in time, they moved outwards, closer to centers of
population in the expanding cities along the East Coast and in the trade
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centers between the Appalachians and the Mississippi. These were the
nation’s first true grocery stores.
Travel between cities had been greatly facilitated by the railroad;
however, within cities, transportation in the mid-19th century was by foot for
most people, supplemented by horse-drawn omnibuses. For this reason, the
customers for a grocery store were largely drawn from a narrow radius
around the store. Business growth was facilitated not by increasing the size
of a store, but by opening up another store a suitable distance away. The
availability of the telegraph, improved mail service over railroads, and
eventually the telephone made it possible for merchants who had expanded
as far as possible within one city to open stores in adjacent cities and towns.
These stores tended to be opened one after another in adjacent cities along
railroads, forming a chain; hence the term ‘chain stores.’
While merchants were transitioning away from the market hall, steam
powered trains, boats and ships were bringing a wider array of foods to
consumers than ever before.
Canning had been developed by Nicolas Appert in 1809, as a means of
provisioning Napoleon’s army, and early variations of the ‘tin can’ were
invented in London in 1811 and in New York City in 1812; however, these
early products were expensive and sales were primarily to armed forces.
Increased demand for canned goods during major wars in the middle of the
19th century led to innovations in both the production of cans—which until
this point had been wrought iron plated in tin—and the cooking of food in
the cans. The cooking process had once taken as long as six hours, and could
now be completed in thirty minutes.
The story of prepackaged baked goods is similar. Industrial production
methods for hardtack, which had only a limited market outside of armed
forces, were adapted to more palatable consumer products like crackers and
cookies. Industrial bakeries initially sold crackers by the barrel, with little or
no branding, the same way in which they sold hardtack. This distribution
method had the advantage of being less expensive overall; however, it
limited product turnover, which in turn meant less cashflow back to the
company. It also implicitly accepted that crackers were a commodity item,
with no appreciable difference between suppliers. Thus, the most successful
company would be the company which was able to provide the cheapest
acceptable product, creating a virtual race to the bottom both in terms of
quality and profit. It didn’t help matters that selling crackers in this manner
was decidedly unsanitary, but that was not the primary motivator behind
the push for new methods of distribution.
Advances in the production of paper provided an alternative packaging
method: Instead of selling crackers by the barrel, crackers were packaged
for individual consumption, with colorful branding on the box. Indeed, these
advances in the production of paper and ink opened up the possibility not
only for eye-catching packaging, but also for nationwide advertising focused
on the product, as part of the rapidly growing magazine publishing industry.
As a bonus, selling more and smaller packages of crackers improved cash
flow for the manufacturer.
Spurred by the near simultaneous development of chain stores and
modern packaging, the last few decades of the 19th century marked a
watershed change in the way food was bought and sold in the United States.
Proponents of the chain industry would later claim that they were
responsible for ‘taking the cat out of the cracker barrel,’ the reality is that
the development of chain stores occurred in parallel with the development
of modern packaging.
Food sales and distribution in the United States at the beginning of the
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19th century would have been immediately recognizable both to Indigenous
peoples as well as medieval Europeans and quite foreign to people today.
However, by the close of the century, the situation had been reversed. A
modern shopper might find it a bit unusual that most grocery items were
behind counters, to be selected by clerks; but the range of goods and even
many of the brand names would be instantly recognizable.

GROCERY STORES IN SIOUX FALLS
1900 – 1909: BEGINNINGS
This survey covers the period from 1900 to 1950. In 1900, Sioux Falls had a
population of 10,266 and 26 grocery stores, a ratio of one store for every 395
residents. Two of these stores are still extant. One is a standalone structure
at the southwest corner of Duluth Avenue and 21st Street, that is remarkably
well preserved. The other is a small flat-roofed addition to the rear of a
home at 901 N. Spring Avenue. These are the two oldest grocery store
structures in the city.
During this period, grocery stores were concentrated in the city center. Of
the 26 stores in 1900, 19 were located between 6th Street, the Big Sioux
River, 11th Street and Dakota Avenue. The presence of this many stores
within so close a radius did not create a healthy environment for individual
business owners, and between 1900 and 1909 fifteen of these downtown
grocery stores would either close or change hands. Overall, twelve of the 26
stores operating in 1900 closed during the decade, while six more changed
hands. In keeping with the city’s growth, twenty more grocery stores were
opened between 1900 and 1909.
One national trend that made a brief appearance in Sioux Falls during this
decade was a grocery department in the Bee Hive department store.
National chains experimented with grocery departments off-and-on
throughout the early decades of the 20th century. The results were generally
unfavorable. Department stores were unused to the low margins of the
grocery business, and ultimately decided that the additional foot traffic that
grocery departments brought in did not offset the loss of profit that came
from dedicating space to a low-margin or at times even unprofitable range of
goods. The profitable combination of department store merchandise and
groceries did not occur until late in the 20th century, when big box retailers
took advantage of the low cost of expansion and construction in suburbs and
exurbs.
The Bee Hive’s experiment with the grocery business lasted until 1920,
when the department’s floor space was repurposed. Around the same time,
the new Shriver-Johnson store opened with a grocery department.
However, that department seems to have been run by independent
operators; between the establishment of the department in 1919 and its
closure around 1925, it was referred to not only as the Shriver-Johnson
grocery, but also as the Wood Grocery and the Golden Rule Grocery.

1910 – 1919: INNOVATIONS AND IMMIGRATION
In 1893, John Kruger built a restaurant at the World’s Columbian Exhibition
in Chicago. With little regard for geographical compatibility, he adapted the
Swedish concept of a Smorgasbord in which diners helped themselves to a
variety of foods set out on a table, and gave it the name ‘Cafeteria’, the
Spanish word for ‘coffee shop.’ The concept would be refined over time,
principally by the Childs restaurant chain, but its central feature was that
patrons would select food themselves.
By the middle of this decade, grocers had begun to experiment with a
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similar concept. Up to this time, individuals would place their orders with a
clerk, who would either gather the items for the shopper to take home, or,
more often, would arrange for delivery of the purchases. This arrangement
was both expensive and inefficient. If the number of shoppers exceeded the
number of clerks, then individuals had to wait to complete their shopping,
and the shop owner was tasked not only with the wages of the clerks, but
also a delivery staff. These self-service stores were often called ‘Groceterias’,
a nod to the name of their self-service inspiration.
In 1916, Clarence Saunders opened the first Piggly Wiggly in Memphis,
Tennessee. While this store was not the first self-service grocery, its
configuration worked better than others that had been tried. To manage
customer traffic and reduce the risk of theft, Shoppers entered through a
one-way turnstile, and the only exit routes were through check-out lanes.
Saunders patented several aspects of the ‘Piggly Wiggly System,’ although
by the middle of the next decade nearly every large grocery store was selfserve.
Self-serve grocery stores also tended to eliminate the need for delivery. A
busy shopper might hand a list of groceries to a clerk and arrange delivery
rather than wait to take her order home. And, depending on how the
shopper arrived at the store and the size of the order, delivery might be far
more practical than leaving with the full order. However, the natural
tendency for a shopper in a self-serve store was to leave with their order in
hand.
During this period, many grocers also began to curtail or eliminate credit
sales.
Sales on credit were an integral part of rural grocery retail. As late as 1930,
when 47% of the nation’s grocery stores were cash only, 68% of South
Dakota grocery stores still sold on credit. Farmers typically had to buy goods
of all sorts on credit, as they were able to raise cash only when they sold
crops or livestock. However, neighborhood grocers in Sioux Falls were
essentially isolated from the farm trade, and by eliminating credit they were
able to lower their overhead.
The term ‘cash and carry,’ which seems obvious now, was originally a
marketing tool. It implied lower prices because the grocer did not have to
pay for delivery staff, nor did they have to carry the overhead of sales on
credit.
It is difficult to establish when many grocery stores in Sioux Falls
switched to self-service. However, one store can be identified directly by its
name. In 1917 H. B. Nissly opened the Basket Groceteria at 115 S Main. This
was also the year that grocery stores in Sioux Falls began to advertise
themselves as cash stores, or as cash-and-carry stores.
As during the previous decade, there was significant turnover among
grocery operators. In 1910, there were 34 grocery stores in the city, one for
every 427 residents. Between 1910 and 1921 (city directory data for 1920 was
unavailable), 19 grocery stores closed, 9 changed hands and 36 were opened
or relocated. Notably, this decade saw an influx of Arab immigrants to the
city, and several would go on to operate grocery stores in the following
years.

ARAB IMMIGRATION
The Ottoman Empire which had, in 1453, defeated the last surviving vestige
of the Roman Empire, and had, at its peak, controlled the Eastern
Mediterranean, as well as the Baltic peninsula and Greece, was in grave
condition by the start of the 20th Century. The empire had responded poorly
to the rise of European nationalist movements, typically meeting them with
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brutality that occasionally rose to the level of genocide.
The expense of suppressing this internal revolt as well as engaging in a
succession of external wars led to a crippling level of public debt. In 1881,
the empire’s finances were essentially placed in receivership, under the
Ottoman Public Debt Administration, an external agency that was
controlled by France and Britain, who used this authority to advance their
interests in the Empire at the expense of Ottoman businesses. During this
period of accelerated decline, a steady stream of Arabs, principally from the
area of modern-day Syria and Lebanon, migrated to the U.S.
While the majority of these immigrants were Druze Christians, there were
a significant number of Muslim immigrants as well. Many settled in
midwestern cities, such as Detroit, Pittsburgh and the Chicago area;
however, a small, but notable minority settled farther inland in the Dakotas.
A mosque built in Ross, North Dakota, in 1929, is the oldest surviving
structure of its kind in the United States.
Arab immigrants and their descendants occupy a disproportionate share
of the state’s history. In 1930, the state had only 281 residents who had been
born in the former Ottoman Empire, with 233 from Syria and Palestine. Yet,
from this population came U.S. Senators Jim Abdnor and James Abourezk,
Gene Abdallah, who served both as a U.S. Marshal and as head of the South
Dakota highway patrol, Joe Robbie, one of the original owners of the Miami
Dolphins, and Aliya Hassen, a prominent Arab-American activist.
Arab immigrants to Sioux Falls had a similarly outsize role in the grocery
business. Although they never accounted for more than one percent of the
city’s population, they owned at least eight of the city’s 51 grocery stores in
1921, 15 of 116 in 1930, nine of 102 in 1940 and 13 of 85 in 1950. The first Arab
-American owned grocery store in the city seems to have belonged to the
Haggar brothers, at the corner of 8th and Weber Avenue, which opened in
1911.
Unlike immigrants from Western Europe, Arabs used an entirely different
alphabet. However, many immigrants were given English transliterations of
their Arabic surnames, although the initial spelling varied considerably. And
immigrants did not always stick with the same transliteration. The 1930 city
directory’s Joseph Aleck reappears in the 1940 city directory as Joseph
Alick. However, these individuals may be readily identified as ArabAmerican by their last names. In other instances, the last name adopted may
have been an anglicized form of the immigrant’s father’s name, as Lebanese
and Middle Eastern naming conventions differed from the English
forename/surname structure. Because of this, the number of Arab-owned
grocery stores in Sioux Falls may have been higher than reported.

1920-1929: CHAIN STORES ARRIVE
The 1920s saw the beginning of a sustained pushback against chain stores
by independent merchants in many retail sectors; this was a reaction to the
rapid growth of chain stores in the preceding decade. In 1910 there were
only 1,127 chain stores operating in the United States. By 1920 that number
had ballooned to 15,568. In 1922, the National Association of Retail Grocers
was openly advocating for legislation that would restrict the number of
chain stores allowed in a community. A few starts were made at restrictive
legislation in between 1923 and 1926, but the floodgates opened after 1927.
Between that year and 1930, 169 bills were proposed in state legislatures
that would restrict the reach of chain stores. However, these legislative
proposals were more an indication of retailer sentiment than popular will;
only ten of the bills put forth were passed into law, and of those ten, six were
invalidated on Constitutional grounds.
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Laws that survived challenges in the courts did not prohibit the opening of
new chain stores; rather they imposed a tax on that form of business. North
Carolina’s law, which imposed a flat tax on chain stores was upheld by the
United States Supreme Court in 1930, and the following year, an Indiana
law which imposed a graduated tax that increased as the number of chain
stores increased was also upheld by that court.
South Dakota was essentially a spectator for most of these battles. The
Department of Commerce had undertaken several studies of chain store
activity in the late 1920s, and these show that South Dakota had one of the
lowest ratios of chain stores per capita in the country. In a 1928 study
commissioned by the FTC, South Dakota had only 15.8 chain stores per
100,000 inhabitants. Only South Carolina, Arkansas, New Mexico and
Mississippi had fewer chain stores per capita.
At the time of the FTC study, South Dakota two grocery chains were
operating in Sioux Falls, Red Owl Stores from Minneapolis, which had
purchased R.C. Moore’s In-Serve-Out stores in 1925, and Council Oak
Stores, which expanded north from a base in Sioux City, opening three new
stores in 1927.
While much of the national opposition to chain stores was grassroots,
coming from independent retailers, manufacturers and wholesalers had
their own reasons to push back against the dominance of retail chains. As
chain stores absorbed more of the trade in manufactured goods, they
acquired pricing leverage that could be exerted against manufacturers and
wholesalers. Wholesalers especially felt the pinch, as chains that grew large
enough inevitably began dealing directly with manufacturers, cutting them
out entirely.
In response to this, some wholesalers and manufacturers developed their
own chain stores. The Council Oak chain was started in 1916 by Tolerton
and Warfield, a Sioux City firm that manufactured some goods and
wholesaled others. Council Oak Stores were present in South Dakota up
until the company’s acquisition by National Tea in 1956; however, it had left
the Sioux Falls market before 1950. Red Owl Stores were not owned directly
by General Mills, but the company was started in 1922 by individuals with
close ties to the company, including Ford Bell, the son of General Mills
founder James Ford Bell.
The number of grocery stores operating in Sioux Falls more than doubled
between 1920 and 1930. The 1921 city directory lists 51 grocery stores,
which, along with the grocery department at Shriver-Johnson gives a total
of 52. That number had increased to 116 by 1930. This represents a
highwater period for the number of individual stores. Indeed, by 1930, there
was one grocery store for every 287 residents, a ratio which was
unsupportable, even if the Great Depression had not intervened. During the
decade 18 stores closed (one fewer than during the decade prior), 19
changed hands and a staggering 82 stores either opened or relocated.

1930-1939: THE GREAT DEPRESSION, TRANSPORTATION AND
REFRIGERATION
The Great Depression did not affect the grocery business to the same extent
that other retail concerns were affected. While the purchase of other
essentials such as clothing could be deferred, food was a daily necessity.
Nevertheless, the Depression had a considerable impact on food purchases.
This was especially evident in terms of beef consumption. In 1920, 23% of
the average regional consumption of beef was lower cost chuck and plate
cuts; however, by 1935, 83% of Omaha family beef purchases and 60% of St.
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Paul family beef purchases were chuck roasts and plate beef.
The impact of the Depression may have been more significant, if it had not
been counteracted by major advances in refrigeration technology at every
level of food production and consumption. Refrigerated transport had
achieved widespread use by the early 1900s, and mechanical refrigeration
had been adopted by most Chicago packing plants by the same period;
however, neither of these methods were suitable for retailers. Early
mechanical refrigeration systems were typically far too large for grocery
store installation, and railcar refrigeration used closed containers tightly
packed with ice, an arrangement which did not lend itself to displays of
chilled or frozen merchandise in a store.
On an industrial level, Clarence Birdseye’s introduction of large-scale
freezers, some of which were able to freeze products while they were still on
the production line, was initially a niche undertaking. There was little need
to freeze food products at the factory if they could not be kept frozen by
retailers before being purchased. Consumers, too, needed the ability to keep
factory frozen goods frozen until needed in order for frozen foods to be more
appealing than fresh products.
However, the synthesis of Freon in 1930 by the Frigidaire corporation,
made small-scale refrigeration affordable. Although now known to cause
extensive damage to the ozone layer, Freon was in fact far less toxic than
chemicals that were then in use for refrigeration. It was also a far better
refrigerant, being able to absorb far more heat energy than earlier
chemicals. This characteristic enabled manufacturers to reduce the size of
the motor required to run the compressor, as well as the size of the
evaporation coil which transfers heat from inside the refrigerator to the
space outside it. These improved efficiencies dramatically reduced the cost
of refrigerators. Only 8% of American households had refrigerators in 1930,
but by 1940 55.3% of Sioux Falls households had refrigerators and ten years
later 87.7% of Sioux Falls homes had refrigerators.
The impact of refrigeration on the demand side of the grocery business
was two-fold. It enabled perishable items to be kept longer, thus allowing
consumers to reduce the number of trips to the grocery store, and the ability
to keep foods frozen allowed for a greater range of products to be consumed.
Consumer demand for refrigerated and frozen products also required
grocers to add commercial refrigeration equipment to their stores; in all
cases on the sales floor, and often in the stockroom as well.
The expense of this equipment, as well as the space required put
additional pressure on the smallest grocery stores, which did not always
have the space or the profit margin required to take on these items.
Small stores had already been under pressure due to the narrow margins
of the grocery business. As part of the 1930 census, the Department of
Commerce undertook an extensive study of retail grocery stores. Detailed
statistics were compiled from stores across the country, and the results
showed that the operating expenses for stores that did less than $10,000
worth of business annually were 25% of revenue, including an allowance for
owner salary. This expense consumed nearly all the gross margin of smaller
stores, leaving little profit that could be reinvested in the business.
In 1930, a little over half of all grocery stores without meat departments in
the United States recorded less than $10,000 in sales annually, and among
these stores, average sales were only $3,654. The marginal nature of many of
these small stores can be seen in the high rates of turnover and store closing
which occurred in Sioux Falls during the survey period.
That so many stores failed, yet the number of stores continued to increase
reflects the relative ease with which a small grocery store could be set up
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before costly refrigeration equipment became a necessary part of the store’s
furnishings. It also reflects a steady demand for grocery stores that were a
short distance from residences. Consumers who did not wish to pay delivery
fees and did not have either a car or access to public transportation would
have to carry their purchases home, and for this reason, a steady, if
relatively insubstantial amount of business could be counted on by small
grocers catering to consumers within a narrow compass.
Where refrigeration made it possible for consumers to reduce the number
of trips to the store, motorized transport enabled consumers to carry more
groceries a greater distance. The most obvious example, the automobile, was
not the earliest way in which motor vehicles impacted the grocery business.
While the replacement of streetcars with buses has been the subject of any
number of conspiracy theories involving General Motors, the reality is that
bus routes were both cheaper and far more flexible than streetcar lines. In
1929, the Sioux Transit Company replaced 17 miles of streetcar track and 12
street cars with 11 buses that operated over routes more than 21 miles long
at a faster overall pace.
The expansion of rapid transit affected the distribution of grocery stores in
Sioux Falls during the 1930s. Of 35 grocery stores that either opened or
relocated during the decade, only six were established more than a block
from a bus line.
Automobiles were beginning to influence the size and placement of
grocery stores in the 1930s, but major changes driven by automobile
ownership would not begin to appear until the following decade.
The 1930s also saw the emergence of Sunshine Food Markets as a key
player in the grocery business. In 1931 George Sercl opened his first
Sunshine grocery store at 202 S. Phillips Avenue, in a building that is still
standing. Three years later, he opened the city’s first supermarket, a 6,700
square foot store at the corner of 26th and Minnesota, three years after that,
in 1937, he opened an even larger store, over 9,000 square feet, at 12th and 1st.
A key feature of theses store were large parking lots, anticiptaing a shift in
how consumers traveled to stores. In 1938 Sunshine became a franchisee of
the Piggly Wiggly system; however, they continued to emphasize the
Sunshine brand name. Sunshine gave up their Piggly Wiggly franchise in
1950, and the company awarded it to other grocers a few years later.
Overall, the 1930s were a tumultuous decade for Sioux Falls grocery
stores. Of the 116 stores operating in 1930, 49 would be closed during the
decade and another 44 would change hands; additionally, 36 stores opened
or relocated during the period.

1940-1950: THE SUPERMARKET TAKES OVER
The supermarket’s origins can be traced to the West Coast. Unlike most
grocery store innovations, which gradually worked their way from the east
coast to the west, the supermarket had its origins in the southwest, where a
rapidly growing population and an abundance of cheap land enabled
entrepreneurs to experiment with larger format grocery stores. Early
examples included Ralph’s Grocery Company and Alpha Beta Food Markets
in southern California and Henke and Pillot in Houston; all three were
building supermarkets before 1925. Some operators built new structures,
while others leased or purchased existing buildings. The size of these stores
earned their ‘super’ sobriquet. At a time when chain stores were often less
than 1,000 square feet, Alpha Beta opened a 12,000 square foot store in a
former Buick garage in Pomona, California. By 1937, the 260 supermarkets
in Los Angeles accounted for 35% of all grocery sales in the metropolitan
area.
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In 1930, Michael Cullen opened the East Coast’s first supermarket. His
business model highlighted the advantages of the supermarket
configuration.
While the initial costs of constructing a supermarket might seem daunting,
Cullen realized that the area of a rectangle increases geometrically, while
the perimeter increases linearly. Put another way, the area of a rectangular
store is calculated by multiplying length times width, while the perimeter is
calculated by adding length and width. Thus the expense of the wall,
foundation and footing are reduced when costs are calculated on a per
square foot basis. Provided he could generate enough traffic in his larger
store, he would be able to recover his upfront costs quicker.
Cullen also realized that if he made the store large enough, he could
eliminate the need for a separate warehouse and reduce the size of the
stockroom as a percentage of overall floor space. In essence, the grocery
store itself became the warehouse. Eliminating the need for warehouse
space and placing as much stock on shelves as possible reduced the
requirement for stockers, thus lowering the store’s operating expense. He
opened his first King Kullen store in New York, on Long Island, in 1930.
By themselves, the economies of scale introduced by supermarkets were
not sufficient to make this store format a success. Supermarkets were
farther apart than earlier grocery stores, and customers had to travel greater
distances to shop there. An implicit assumption of this store format was
ready access to personal transportation. In order to cater to households with
one car, these supermarkets were open later in the evening and for longer
weekend hours.
South Dakota was an early adopter of the automobile. By 1930, the state
averaged more than one car per household, when the national average was
only .78 cars per household. Although the Depression affected vehicle
ownership in South Dakota disproportionately, South Dakota still had a
higher ownership rate than the nation as a whole in 1940. During the
postwar recovery boom, vehicle ownership in South Dakota remained ahead
of the national average and by 1950, the ownership rate had exceeded the
rate recorded in 1930.
For this reason, it is not particularly surprising that the supermarket
arrived in Sioux Falls at a relatively early date. In addition to George Sercl’s
Sunshine supermarkets, Red Owl built a 5,000 square foot supermarket at
the corner of 14th and Minnesota in 1938. Shortly after the end of World War
II, Economy Center Foods, a local chain started by M. K. Gibson, built
supermarkets at the corner of 6th and West and 8th and Indiana. While both
of these stores were on the small side as far as supermarkets go, they had off
-street parking and were significantly larger than other grocery stores in the
city, apart from the Sunshine and Red Owl supermarkets. A smaller market,
constructed at 701 N Cliff Avenue, also had off-street parking.
In 1947, Red Owl Stores purchased the Economy Center chain, greatly
expanding its footprint in the city. In addition to the supermarket they had
built at 14th and Minnesota, the two built by Economy Center gave Red Owl
three supermarkets in the city.
However, neither Red Owl nor Sunshine shifted exclusively to the
supermarket format. Both companies maintained a range of smaller
neighborhood stores as well.
At the close of the decade, Sioux Falls had five supermarkets. seventeen
years had elapsed since the city’s first supermarket had been opened at the
corner of 26th and Minnesota, and the gradual shift in shopping patterns was
beginning to affect the distribution of grocery stores in the city. There were
103 grocery stores in Sioux Falls in 1940, but by 1950, that number had
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dwindled to 85.
In all, 44 grocery stores closed during the 1940s. Nine were downtown
storefronts, ten were located more than a block from a bus route, and ten
were located within a five block radius of one of the city’s new
supermarkets. Of those ten near supermarkets, six were in the vicinity of the
new Red Owl store at north Main and Brookings Street. This store seems to
have had the greatest impact on the adjacent grocery business; although the
considerable decrease in the number of downtown stores was likely due in
part to Sunshine’s store at 12th and 1st, which was still the city’s largest.
During the decade 34 stores changed hands and 27 were opened or
relocated. By 1950, Sioux Falls had one grocery store for every 623 residents.
This was a landmark shift from the ratio of one to 396 in 1940. This was the
beginning of a trend that continued well into the 21st century. From 1950 to
1960, the number of stores dropped from 85 to 52 while the city’s population
grew to 65,466, reducing the number of stores to one per 1,259 residents.

1950 ONWARD: STORES GET LARGER—AND SMALLER
Eventually, supermarkets fell prey to the same economies of scale that
enabled them to displace neighborhood groceries. Further increases in
vehicle ownership, plus the improved quality of vehicles, including such
amenities as air conditioning, made consumers more comfortable with even
greater travel distances to grocery stores than the nearest supermarket.
Grocery store chains took advantage of this to reduce the number of stores
while increasing the size of each store. In Sioux Falls, a relative newcomer
to the scene, Hy-Vee, proved more adept at adjusting to this new larger
grocery format. Despite arriving on the scene over forty years after
Sunshine opened the city’s first supermarket, Hy-Vee rapidly eclipsed
Sunshine and its then parent company Nash-Finch in the development of
large-scale supermarkets, to the extent that they have an effective monopoly
in that sector; Hy-Vee now operates six stores, concentrated in the southern
half of the city.
At present, there are no grocery stores in Sioux Falls which date back to
the survey period, although 79 structures remain which contained grocery
stores at one time or another between 1900 and 1950. The two oldest grocery
stores in Sioux Falls are the Sunshine located at 14th and 2nd, constructed in
1957, and Franklin’s Food Market, just north of the intersection of Cliff and
3rd, constructed in 1959.
“Big box” retailers, which began as discount department stores in the
1960s, expanded into the grocery business in the 1990s. In 2002, Walmart
built a new store with a grocery department on the city’s east side and
expanded their west side store to include groceries. Since then, two more
Walmarts have been built in the city. The city’s west side Target has been
expanded to include a grocery department, and the east side Target was
constructed with a grocery department.
While these large scale supermarkets and big box stores remain profitable,
they are so large that a niche for smaller grocery and discount department
stores has reopened.
Aldi, a German discount chain with a longstanding presence in the eastern
United States expanded to Sioux Falls in 2015. The chain, which tends to
locate near Walmart stores, employs a variety of tactics to trim the already
narrow margins of the grocery business, thus lowering prices. Its stores are
small by today’s standards, and do not always carry the variety of brands
that consumers expect. The company pads its slim margins by heavily
weighting its stock with private label items that carry a higher markup than
brand name products.
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While Aldi has some of the characteristics of a neighborhood supermarket,
their stores are typically located in heavily developed commercial districts.
Fareway, a regional chain based in Boone, Iowa, has opened two stores in
Sioux Falls. These stores are perhaps the best example of a renewal of the
mid-century supermarket format. They are significantly smaller than the Hy
-Vee groceries and carry a limited stock with an emphasis on price.
A different example of the rebirth of the neighborhood grocery or
supermarket is the Family Dollar and Dollar General chains. These are
small discount department stores which have a limited grocery section.
Nonetheless, their selection is comprehensive enough that they are able to
accept SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) and WIC
(Women and Infant Children) benefits. These stores tend to be located in
neighborhood commercial strips and are roughly the size of mid-century
grocery and variety stores.
Convenience stores have also filled in some of the demand for smaller
grocery stores. Margins on gasoline have never been high, thus service
stations have long relied on other sales and services for the majority of their
profits. In the mid-20th century, service stations took their margins from the
sale of vehicle accessories such as motor oil, tires and batteries, as well as
vehicle service. As vehicles and parts such as tires and batteries improved in
quality and as vehicles became more fuel efficient, demand for parts, service
and gasoline decreased and service stations gradually transitioned into
convenience stores. Over time, these stores have steadily increased the
variety and quantity of groceries they carry.
Within Sioux Falls, neighborhood groceries have come back via another
route. The city has been a hub for refugee settlement since the late 1990s,
and entrepreneurial individuals in these communities have opened a wide
range of stores that resemble the neighborhood groceries of the 1920s and
1930s in size and often in location as well. As with the first neighborhood
groceries, these stores tend to be owner-operated, drawing off a small but
loyal clientele. At this time, there are 35 of these stores in the city.
While big box retailers continue to draw the lion’s share of grocery
purchases in the city, their size and their distance from population centers
have opened up an opportunity for smaller grocery stores to once again
obtain a foothold in the city.
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Grocery store structures may be divided into four distinct types,
identified by letters in the tables below:
•

•

•

•

DRAFT

(A) Residential additions. A purpose-built addition to a home
that functions as a grocery store. The difference between a
residential addition and a standalone structure is that the
standalone structure functions primarily as a grocery store;
residential space may be included, but not necessarily. A
residential addition is primarily a house, with a subsidiary
addition that functions as a grocery store.
(B) These are buildings which were either purpose-built as
grocery stores, or they were converted into grocery stores
after construction. They may include residential space on
upper floors. Typically, the building is owned by the grocer,
and is not connected to any other building.
(R) Residential stores. The smallest grocery stores operated in
dedicated spaces within a residence. There is no
architecturally distinct addition; rather, an enclosed porch or
some other room in the house will have been converted into a
small sales floor.
(S) Storefronts. These are part of downtown blocks, the space
is typically leased, and there may be office or residential space
on upper floors. The key difference between a storefront and a
standalone structure is that storefront buildings are typically
built by speculators, where standalone buildings are either
built or purchased by the grocer for that purpose.
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A1 GROCERY STORES IN 1900
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

514 W 1st St (attached to 901 N Spring)

A

Julius Pfeiffer

1303 S Peck, 1405 S Duluth (1301 S Duluth)

B

Knut Anderson

Demolished

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

211 S Phillips

D.B. Durant

832 W 11th

Edward G. Burdett

207 S Phillips (?)

Edwin L Perkins

421 E 14th

F A Krause

206-208 W 7th

Garret H Barry

203 N Phillips

Georgie A Kintner

121 W 9th

Golden Rule

102 S Main

Golden Rule

111 S Main

Gunderson and Larson

323 S Phillips

H.C. Aldrich

205 S Phillips

H.C. Byington

115 N Main

Jacob T Gilbert

933 N Main

John O Johnson

215 S Main

John Olson

401 N Weber

Lewis B Griffith

610 N Main

M. M. Flaskey

101-103 S Main

Opera House Grocery

117 E 10th

Peter F Thompson

141 N Main Ave

Ransom and Newell

115 S Phillips

Red Front Grocery

107-109 S Phillips

The Bee Hive

233 S Main

Warren B Howe

225 S Phillips

William H Heiss

113 W 8th

William Van Eps

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A2 GROCERY STORES IN 1910
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

1000 W 6th St

R

A F Oaks

901 N Duluth Ave

R

Bessler Brothers

826 W 11th

R

C.T. Egan

1017 W 9th St

R

Effting & Co

315 N Main

S

H.A. Homan

1206 E 6th

B

Herbert Holmes

1303 S Peck, 1405 S Duluth (1301 S Duluth)

B

K.N. Anderson

Demolished

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

412 S Main

C.E. Fickes

321 N Main

E.F. Loneus & Co

536 E 6th

F.J. Watson

302 S Phillips Ave

Golden Rule Grocery

520 E 6th

H.C. Fjerestad

225 S Phillips

H.C. Schlosser & Co.

111 W 10th

J.E. Barwin & Co

215 S Main

John Olson

208 N Weber Ave

K.A. Haggar and Brothers

421 E 14th

Krause & Son

610 N Main

M. M. Flaskey

933 N Main

Mary E Dailey

710 N Main

Mrs Ollie Kagrice

111 S Main

Olson Brothers

202 N Weber Ave

P.J. Harmison

117 E 10th

Peter F Thompson

419 S 4th Ave

S.F. Dickey

327 N Phillips

Shen & Swiden

206-208 W 7th

Soo Grocery

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A3 GROCERY STORES IN 1921
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

1000 W 6th St

R

A.F. Oaks

332 N Blauvelt

B

Alex Hamod

901 N Duluth Ave

R

Bessler Brothers

120 S Phillips

S

C.W. Noble

324 S Phillips

S

C.W. Noble

1017 W 9th St
317 N Main Ave

R
S

Efting & Co
Ellenbecker & Klaeser, Royal
Grocers

826 W 11th

R

G A Benson

701 N Cliff Ave

B

George Haggar

1309 E 3rd

B

Gerber Moses

1101 N Dakota Ave

B

Hadley & Hessen

1206 E 6th

B

Helen Holmes

1303 S Peck, 1405 S Duluth (1301 S Duluth)

B

Lewis Millman

1302 E 4th/700 N Sherman/1304 E 4th

A

Mary Moses

2304 W Madison

B

R. F. Brockhouse

1012 E 8th St (combined with 1010 E 8th)

B

William Rennie & Son

230 S Phillips Ave

B

Shriver-Johnson Grocery

536 E 6th

B

A.K. Indseth

Demolished

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

1201 E North (1201 E Rice)

Albert Mansor

1427 E 3rd

Assid Brothers

1502 W 10th

Biebach & Willging

802 W 11th/800 W 11th

C.T. Egan

211 S Phillips

Central Grocery Co

330-332 S Main

Consumers Food Co

301 N Main

D.M. McDonald

214 W 14th

F.A. Hayes

410-414 S Main

Fickes & Wilson

703/701 N Main

George Abdallah

302-304 S Phillips

Golden Rule Grocery

419 S 4th Ave

Gottfried Gustafson

108 S Main

H.H. Stressman

610 N Main

H.W. Flaskey

1337 N Main

Hessen Bellas

325 S Phillips

Joseph Ross

608 E 8th

K.A. Haggar & Brothers

229 N Main

Kinsella & Malone

1211 E North (1211 E Rice)

L.D. Capps

307 S Phillips Ave

Little Soo Grocery

933 N Main

Main Avenue Grocery

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A3 GROCERY STORES IN 1921
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Demolished

321 N Main

Mamie E Healy

115 S Main

Nissly Basket Groceteria

520 E 6th

Pohle & Dubbe

206-208 W 7th

Roney & McDonald

101 N Main

S.J.Hollier

401 S Main

Saywer Brothers

117 W 8th

Smith Grocery Co

231 W 7th

The Hub Grocery

113 W 10th

The In Serve Out Store

117 E 10th

Thompson Grocery Co.

720 W 15th

W.C. Bessler

702 N Fairfax

W.F. Mason

515 W 18th

William E. Peterson

TYPE

OWNER/NAME

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A4 GROCERY STORES IN 1930
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

1000 W 6th St

R

A.F. Oaks

914 W 14th

B

Abraham Side

1309 E 3rd

B

Albert T Berven

1321 S Summit Ave

B

Anna Sorenson

535 S Summit

B

Archie L Peck

702 W 2nd St

A

Benjamin J Engler

1511 E 5th

R

Charles Haggar

1101 N Dakota Ave

B

Charles Hassan

1001 N Summit Ave

A

Charles M O'Connor

738 S 1st Ave

B

Douglas & Lucy Deremore

332 N Blauvelt

B

East Side Cash Store

901 N Duluth Ave

R

Edith H Bessler

329 S Chicago

B

Edmund Vincent

1017 W 9th St

R

Effting & Co

1302 E 4th/700 N Sherman/1304 E 4th

A

Emil Solomon

518 W Bailey

B

George Abraham Grocery

901 E 6th

B

Henry J Hamilton

1024 W 7th (300 N Euclid)

B

Home Grocery

411 W 18th (now 415 W 18th)

B

James Dovolas

620 W 18th

B

James O Sweeney

327 1/2 N Wayland

A

Jiffy Trading Post

1206 E 6th

B

John F Schultz

112 S Van Eps

B

Joseph G Irving

2101 S Duluth

B

Louis Millman

1101 E 8th

R

Maier's Grocery

127 N Covell

B

Marvin Stich

1215 S Summit

B

Mary Knox

1401 W 10th St

B

Michael P Brende

619 N Walts

B

Mosey Brothers

1000 W 6th St

R

Oaks Grocery

2005 S Minnesota Ave

B

Otto C Gabel

826 W 11th

R

Owl Grocery & Meats

1012 E 8th St (combined with 1010 E 8th)

B

Paramount Grocery

1412 W 12th

B

Prosper Grocery

125 W 10th

B

Red Owl Grocery

331 S Minnesota

S

Red Owl Grocery

323 S Phillips Ave

S

Red Owl Grocery Store No. 3

701 N Cliff Ave

B

Samuel Hammody

900 E 3rd

B

Samuel Swiden

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A4 GROCERY STORES IN 1930
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

727 S 2nd Ave

B

Second Avenue Grocery

121 S Main

S

Sioux Falls Public Market

1801 S Walts

B

Thomas Albert

214 W 10th

S

W B Steer & Son

2304 W Madison

B

West Soo Falls Grocery

1303 S Peck, 1405 S Duluth (1301 S Duluth)

B

Williams Brothers

1223 E Rice (Now 1323 E Rice)

R

Wood Grocery

Demolished

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

319 N West

Ahmond Alley

703/701 N Main

Albert & Hassen

1517 N Blauvelt/1519 N Blauvelt

Albert A Mansar

233 N Main

Barbas & Vossos

610 N Main

Bernhardt & Olson

419 S 4th Ave

Bessler Bros

720 W 15th

Bessler Bros

134 W 12th

C & A Grocery

211 S Phillips

Central Grocery Co

908 E 26th

Charles Wendell

330 S Main

Consumers Food Co

133 N Phillips

Consumers Food Co

219 N Main

Council Oak Stores

200 N Phillips

Council Oak Stores

1800 W 12th

E & A Hein

655 S Main

Edward Dolan

511 S Phillips Ave

Edward Rosen

203 N Main

Edward Trout

229 N Main

F.W. Fenske & Son

234 W 8th

F.W. Fenske & Son

410 S Main

Fickes & Wilson

1502 W 10th

Fitzgerald & Aulner

1411 N Dakota

Frank A Raw

600 S Minnesota

Fred T Keenan

629 N Main

George Abdallah

1000 E 21st

George Edmunds

302-304 S Phillips

Golden Rule Grocery

1117 E 17th

Gordon Smith

1909 S Minnesota

Hamad Assam

1337 N Main

Hassan Ballas

114 E 12th

Hassan Hammod

323 N Main

Hayes Market

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A4 GROCERY STORES IN 1930
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Demolished

910 S 7th Ave

Henry Bainkmeyer

1336 E 4th

Henry Rosenboom

215 N Van Eps

Herbert C Aldrich

1427 E 3rd

Highland Grocery

536 E 6th

James B Geuseubroek

321 W 12th

James T Gillespie

2615 W 12th

John Foss

311 N Main

John G Fosmoe

310 W 5th

John M O'Neill

1100 W 18th

Joseph Aleck

302 E 12th

Joseph Mike

1035 N Main

Joseph Salem

800 E 3rd

Joseph Satlak

608 E 8th

K.A. Haggar & Brothers

214 W 11th

Loyal T Nilsson

231 W 7th

M Kenneth Gibson/Hub Grocery

431 N Weber

Mehmed Swiden

720 E 14th

Merton E Chamberlain

701 S Minnesota

Mrs Jessie M Tennant

321 N Main

Nilsson Mercantile Co

1104 W 12th St

Olin Crowell

1326 1/2 N Dakota Ave

Ollis B Bratager

532 E 6th

Olson's Cash Grocery

423 E 14th

Orel J Seely

1220 N Main

Otto F Kull

802 W 11th/800 W 11th

Phil L Mader

145 N Phillips

Red Owl

722 E 6th

Red Owl

1211 E North (1211 E Rice)

Riverside Grocery

307 S Phillips Ave

Robert Ingram

206 W 7th

Roger Kinsella

1800 S Summit

Rudolph Prang

117 E 10th

Thompson and Loman

933 N Main

United Grocery

220 E 12th

William A Mills

319 N Phillips

William B Holbrook

1103 W 18th

William C Josten

515 W 18th

William E Peterson
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A5 GROCERY STORES IN 1940
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

1303 S Peck, 1405 S Duluth (1301 S Duluth)

B

A B C Food Shop

2101 S Duluth

B

Albert Mosey

731 N Cliff Ave

B

Anton T Peterson

921 S Sherman

A

Chester G Williams

434 W 5th

R

Cogan & Petrick Grocery

1101 E 8th

R

Community Grocery

112 S Van Eps

B

Cross Grocery

1101 N Dakota Ave

B

Dakota Grocery

620 W 18th

B

Economy Center Market

826 W 11th

R

Economy Center Market

701 N Cliff Ave

B

Economy Center Market

300 N Phillips

B

Economy Center Markets (office)

1000 W 6th St

R

Edmund's Grocery

619 N Walts

B

Edwin Mosey

1801 S Walts

B

Edwin Prill

1321 S Summit Ave

B

Erling Stone

738 S 1st Ave

B

Fred Hiatt

518 W Bailey

B

George Abraham Grocery

1024 W 7th (300 N Euclid)

B

Gerald G Goodroad

1510 E 10th

B

Hamad Assam

327 1/2 N Wayland

A

Harlan B Davis

332 N Blauvelt

B

Harry Downs

1401 W 10th St

B

Henry F Maaskant

1215 S Summit

B

Henry J Overseth

311 S Phillips

B

Home Market

1412 W 12th

B

Howard J Snyder

1206 E 6th

B

John F Schultz

516 N Walts

R

John G Gustafson

1017 W 9th St

R

Josiah B Hurley

914 W 14th

B

Kurtz Food Market

1500 E 6th

B

Lewis Griffith

727 S 2nd Ave

B

Loomis Market

608 W 11th

A

Marie L Heisler

127 N Covell

B

Marvin Stich

1511 E 5th

R

Nathan Haggar

418 W 19th

B

O.P. Skaggs System

535 S Summit

B

Olive L Searles

1401 N Main Ave

B

Omer's Market

2005 S Minnesota Ave

B

Otto C Gabel

125 W 10th

B

Red Owl Stores

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A5 GROCERY STORES IN 1940
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

Demolished

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

328 N Main

B

Red Owl Stores

515 S Minnesota

B

Red Owl

1223 E Rice (Now 1323 E Rice)

R

Rice Street Grocery

329 S Minnesota

S

Slip's Market

702 W 2nd St

A

Summit Grocery

202 S Phillips

B

Sunshine

1716 S Minnesota

B

Sunshine

901 N Duluth Ave

R

Thomas Matthews

801 N Blauvelt
2304 W Madison

A
B

Violet G McCaw
West Sioux Falls Grocery & Filling
Station

901 E 6th

B

Whittier Grocery

1012 E 8th St (combined with 1010 E 8th)

B

William E Thorpe

1010 E 8th

B

William W Thorpe

524 E 13th

Ace Food Mart

1517 N Blauvelt/1519 N Blauvelt

Albert Mansor

233 N Main

Andrew Barbas

419 S 4th Ave

Andy's Food Store

801 N Cliff

Anton D Peterson

720 W 15th

Bessler Brothers

1411 N Dakota

Bi-Rite Grocery

220 E 12th

Charles H Wright

206 W 7th

Council Oak Stores

1502 W 10th

Darrell E Schumaker

215 N Van Eps

Earl B Swarthout

1035 N Main

Economy Center Market

414 S Phillips

Economy Center Market

1800 S Summit

Ed Stark

1337 N Main

Edward Crowley

1820 W 12th

Edwin H Polreis

600 S Minnesota

Fred Keenan

2107 W 12th

G.F. Buche & Co

423 E 14th

George H Zimmerman

1001 E 21st

George V Edmunds

908 E 26th

Gust's Grocery

802 W 11th/800 W 11th

Harvey Grocery

703/701 N Main

Hassen & Salem

427 W 10th

Herbert K Mork

719 N Spring

Ida Bernhardt

2417 S Grange

James DeZotell

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A5 GROCERY STORES IN 1940
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Demolished

536 E 6th

James Geusebroek

421 W 26th

James O Stockstad

1100 W 18th

Joseph Alick

900 N Cliff

Joseph Kush

210 N Phillips

K & K Co.

608 E 8th

K.A. Haggar & Brothers

655 S Main

Lewis W Unzelman

1909 S Minnesota

Matt Puhl

720 E 14th

Merton E Chamberlain

321 N Main

Nilsson Mercantile

329 N Main

O.P. Skaggs System

513 S Phillips

O.P. Skaggs System

1326 1/2 N Dakota Ave

Ollis B Bratager

1220 N Main

Otto F Kull

314 N Phillips

Radio John's Country Store

1103 W 18th

Ralph W Christopher

701 S Minnesota

Ray J Madell

203 S Main

Spic & Span

117 W 8th

Star Market

230 W 8th

Tennessee Grocery

2615 W 12th

Traveler's Inn

706 W 28th

Valdine M Slocum

515 W 18th

William E Peterson

1427 E 3rd

Zine Assid
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A6 GROCERY STORES IN 1950
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

2101 S Duluth

B

Albert Mosey

518 W Bailey

B

Amundson Grocery

1101 E 8th

R

Charles M O'Neill

1000 W 6th St

R

E Everett Calahan

421 N Lewis

A

Ed Essem

1017 W 9th St

R

Emma B Doering

826 W 11th

R

Food Town Market

434 W 5th

R

Frahm's Food Center

701 N Cliff Ave

B

Franklin Food Market

738 S 1st Ave

B

Fred Hiatt

1024 W 7th (300 N Euclid)

B

Gerald G Goodroad

1510 E 10th

B

Hamad Assam

2005 S Minnesota Ave

B

Hassen Hammod

1412 W 12th

B

Howard Snyder

1801 S Walts

B

Ideal Grocery

608 W 11th

A

J & J Grocery

1500 E 6th

B

J Walters Hammers

900 E 3rd

B

James Swiden

1520 N Cliff

B

Justin Forseth

1215 S Summit

B

Kilian Grocery

1107 N Duluth

A

Lastrico Grocery & Meats

914 W 14th

B

Lawrence Loomis

327 1/2 N Wayland

A

Leonard Plucker

901 N Duluth Ave

R

Leslie Jarentowski

727 S 2nd Ave

B

Loomis Market

1321 S Summit Ave

B

M & M Food Store

218 W 3rd St

B

Meister Grocery

1511 E 5th

R

Nathan J Haggar

1401 N Main Ave

B

Omer's Market

332 N Blauvelt

B

Orvel Swenson

535 S Summit

B

Orville T Killalea

517 N Nesmith

A

Patrick Bates

701 S Glendale

B

Ralph S Rohlfsen

620 W 18th

B

Red Owl

300 N Phillips

B

Red Owl

905 E 8th

B

Red Owl

1101 N Main (now 1103)

B

Red Owl

515 S Minnesota

B

Red Owl

330 N West Ave

B

Red Owl

901 E 6th

B

Rudolph Glorfield

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A6 GROCERY STORES IN 1950
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Existing

329 S Minnesota

S

Slip's Market

202 S Phillips

B

Sunshine

1716 S Minnesota

B

Sunshine

921 S Sherman

A

Sylvester Starnes

1700 W 33rd

B

Trade Wind Grocery

2304 W Madison

B

West Sioux Falls Grocery

Demolished

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

515 W 18th

Adam's Super Market

600 S Minnesota

Alice Keenan

720 E 14th

Beadle Grocery

201 N Main

Charles L Look

536 E 6th

David A Bard

2420 S Minnesota

Down's Market

211 W Russell

Earl J Nichols

1001 E 21st

Edmunds Food Stores

2223 W 12th

G.F. Bauche & Co.

922 E 26th

Gladys Gustafson

802 W 11th/800 W 11th
215 N Van Eps

Glen R Zea
Handy Pantry Grocery/Earl B
Swarthout

1820 W 12th

Hassan S Eidy

1909 S Minnesota

Hugh Pratt

1427 E 3rd

James Assid

900 N Cliff

Joe Kush Grocery No. 2

319 N West

John P Reif

1301 W 18th

Joseph Alick

220 E 12th

Kamel Z Assid

655 S Main

Lew Unzelman

1809 E 10th

Lyle R Boyd

1502 W 10th

N Dean Nasser

423 E 14th

O & A Grocery

513 S Phillips

O.P. Skaggs

416 S Phillips

Red Owl

1209 E Rice

Riverside Grocery

2135 S Minnesota

Sam A Haggar

419 S 4th Ave

Samuel Hasson

2417 S Grange

Schuck's Grocery

203 S Main

Spic & Span

117 W 8th

Star Market

421 W 26th

Stockstad Grocery

427 W 10th

Strange Grocery

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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A6 GROCERY STORES IN 1950
CURRENT
STATUS

ADDRESS

Demolished

431 W 10th

Superior Market

230 W 8th

Tennessee Grocery

2210 W Madison

Thomas Market

720 W 15th

Vernon L Lein

401 N Nesmith

Walter Weber

528 S Cliff

Wayne C Thurman

TYPE

NAME/OWNER

A = Addition to a residence; B = Standalone building; R = Store in a residence; S = Storefront shop
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3 MAPS
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1 GROCERY STORES IN 1900
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2 GROCERY STORES IN 1910
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3 GROCERY STORES IN 1921
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4 GROCERY STORES IN 1930
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5 GROCERY STORES IN 1940
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6 GROCERY STORES IN 1950
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SIOUX FALLS BOARD OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Project Review

April 13, 2022

Property Address

21 S. Riverview Heights

Property Owner

David Billion

Year Built

1926

Category

Individual listing on the National Register of Historic Places

Project

Interior improvements of all finishes and revitalizing the house layout.
Parts of the exterior will also be rehabilitated due to significant
deterioration from water damage, rot and decay in this phase and
review of work. The structural integrity of the home is believed to be
compromised in some areas of the home identified further in this
report provided by the Jarrod Smart Construction.

Staff Comments

Applicant will submit an application for exterior review to the BoHP in
the near future

National Register
The Dr. Steven's House is located in Sioux Falls, the largest city in
the State of South Dakota. It is located in a residential neighborhood and faces the Veteran's
Hospital. The house was constructed in 1926 in the Italian Renaissance style with a highly irregular
plan, a rare style in the State of South Dakota. The facade of the Dr. Steven's House faces south
onto 22nd Street, a major east-west street in Sioux Falls. The flat roof building has clay tile
overhanging eaves and a clay tile pyramidal roof on the central portion of the house. Beneath the
eaves are decorative brackets, below the brackets are square decorative tiles. The walls are clad
with an earth tone rough textured stucco. The house rests on a stone foundation. An elevated patio
surrounds the house on two-thirds of the south and the entire east elevations. At the six corners of
the wall surrounding the patio are decorative urns. The central entry projects slightly from the
remainder of the facade. A pyramidal roof caps this two-story entry. Above the entry, on the first
floor, is a fan light. Above the fan light is a row of decorative tiles. The second floor of the entry has
three diamond paned windows. To the east of the entry is a single bay with an eight over-one
double hung window on the first and second floors. To the west of the entry is a single bay with
three eight-over-one double hung windows on the first floor. This area projects slightly and has a
shed clay tile roof. The second floor has one eight-over-one double hung window. To the west of
the main portion of the facade is a one-story flat roof addition from the 1970's. The south elevation
has three large plate glass windows. The original portion of the house located directly behind the
addition has three windows on the second floor. The east elevation, in the main block of the
building, has a Palladian style window on the first floor. The central window is a large single pane of
glass capped with a stained glass fan light. On either side of the window is a simple column. On
either side of the columns is a six-over-one double hung window. The second floor has three sixover-one double hung windows. To the north of the main block is a one-story wing. This has a
Palladian style entry. The central portion is a glass entry door, capped with a transom and a stained
glass fan light. On either side of the entry is a long side light. A three story section rises above the

main block and the one-story wing. The second floor of this section has a six-over-one double hung
window. The third floor has two casement diamond pane windows. A wrought iron balcony is
located at these windows. The north elevation has five diamond paned windows in the one story
wing as well as an arched opening leading to a recessed entry. The three story portion has a sixover-one double hung window on the second floor. The third floor has an eight-over-one double
hung window with a wrought iron balcony. In the main block of the house are two six-over-one
double hung windows on the first floor. The second floor has two tripartite windows. The central
window is a large single pane with a six over-one double hung window on either side. A one story,
double car garage extends from this elevation. The east and west elevation of the garage have one
six-over-one double hung window. The second floor of the main block which is recessed behind the
garage has an oriel window and a large single pane window. The west elevation has three sided flat
roof screened in porch at the northwest corner. To the south of the porch is a sun room which was
added in the 1970's. The second floor has one narrow diamond pane window and two casement
windows. Interior: Located in various rooms, on the first floor, are wood composite tiles used as
flooring which resemble marble. A historic fountain is located in the one story wing of the house.
Egg and dart molding is found throughout the first floor. Other decorative elements include leaded
glass entry doors, iron railings and newel post. The basement level of the house is set up for
storage and servants area. The main floor has kitchen, living room, drawing room, and dining room
spaces. The second floor houses the bedrooms. The third floor has a bedroom and bathroom.
Statement of Significance The Dr. Steven's House is eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion C as it is an excellent example of the Italian Renaissance style of
architecture in South Dakota. It exhibits many distinctive characteristics of the Italian Renaissance
style. The Dr. Steven's House continues to provide a sense of architectural appeals that made to
noteworthy in 1926. The Dr. Steven's House is located in Sioux Falls in the southeastern part of
South Dakota. Sioux Falls is the county seat of Minnehaha County. A farming region characterizes
the surrounding area. Settlement in the city of Sioux Falls began in 1856 when the Western Town
Company of Dubuque, Iowa founded the town site. From 1870 to 1890 the population of Minnehaha
County jumped from 355 to 21,870. Sioux Falls has the largest population in the State of South
Dakota.
This house was constructed in 1926 for Dr. George and Nelle Steven's. The architect was Robert
Perkins, a prominent architect in South Dakota. Perkins was also the developer for the area of
Sioux Falls. The Dr. Steven's House is identified as the Italian Renaissance architectural style.
Italian Renaissance is defined as having the following characteristics: a low pitched hipped roof
which is often flat; a roof clad in ceramic tiles; upper story windows which are less elaborate than
the first story windows; arches above first story windows, doors and porches; entrances or windows
accented by small classical columns or pilasters; and decorative brackets beneath the eaves. The
Dr. Steven's House exhibits all of the character defining traits of the Italian Renaissance style. The
Italian Renaissance style is found in early 20th century houses throughout the United States but is
far less common than the contemporary Craftsman, Tudor or Colonial Revival styles. It is primarily
a style for architect-designed landmarks prior to World War I. The style steadily declined after 1930.
In South Dakota, the Italian Renaissance style is very rare. The contemporary styles are found
more readily throughout the State. The Dr. Steven's House is eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places under Criterion C for it significant architectural style of Italian Renaissance. This
style was found throughout the United States from 1890 to 1935 and is an excellent intact example
for South Dakota.

Project Representative

Jarrod Smart and Nick Kapperman, Jarrod Smart Construction
Keith Morgan, Bespoke

Neighbor Notification

No

Board Action

Required

Photos & Plans

See attached.

VICINITY MAP
21 S. Riverview Heights

Dr. Stevens House/21 Riverview Heights

North Salon Door - Preserving iron work and light fixture.

South Salon Door - Preserving iron work.
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South Stoop/Patio - Preserving flower pots.
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South Stoop/Patio - Preserving flower pots and iron work.
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West Stoop/Patio - Preserving flower pots, light fixtures, and iron work.
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Front Door - Preserving light fixture, door, and iron work.
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Front Door - Preserving light fixtures, door, tile banding, and iron work.
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Southwest Kitchen - No items will be preserved.
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West Elevation - Preserving leaded glass, light fixtures, tile banding,
and iron work.
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Front Sidewalk
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East Exterior

Northeast Exterior

Northwest Exterior
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Southwest Exterior

South Exterior
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House comparison to neighbors.

House comparison to neighbors.

House comparison to neighbors.
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City of Sioux Falls Board of Historic Preservation
RE: Application for 21 S Riverview
Heights Sioux Falls, SD 57105

04-01-22

EXHIBIT E
Demolition Photos
The following photos show discoveries made during the exploratory demolition phase of the project.

Asbestos and Cast-Iron Piping

Asbestos and Cast-Iron Piping
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Improper Pipe Holes on Joist

Water Damage
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5406.89

Water Damage
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Water Damage and
Attempted Repair

Water Damage
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Patio 12” High – Water Damage
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